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About This Game

Battle for Enlor is a turn-based tactical combat game. Demons, Undead and the most terrifying creatures are taking over the
kingdom and is up to you to assemble a party to defeat them! Join forces with over 8 unique characters and battle the most

powerful foes you have ever faced!

With a focus on combat only, Battle for Enlor offers to the player a wide variety of battles, where your strategic thinking will
be put to test!

Features
- Over 8 unique characters and countless party combinations. Find the most appealing strategy for you!

- Six unique bosses with epic soundtrack.
- Campaign Mode: Defeat and unlock new bosses!

- Survival Mode: fight bosses in succession to put your abilities and strategies to test!
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Title: Battle for Enlor
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Sonera Game Studio
Publisher:
Sonera Game Studio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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battle for enlor

It is a shame the game is so bad because the premise looked like it could have been fun. The battles are impossible to win so I
cannot recommend.. This game is designed to be as frustrating as possible. There is one boss that is hard, but can be beat
normally. Then you have a choice of:
A: Boss fight with a mob that dodges your attacks and literally blacks out the interface so that you have to just click randomly
around while your party dies.
B. Boss that only takes one point of damage. After about 10 minutes you get him down to 80% health and then he heals to full.

Maybe with a cheat guide there is some trick to these fights, but there is no feedback that will allow you to learn over time. So
even if such guide was available (currently is not), do you want to follow the cheat guide to play?

Also, after party got wiped out completely the game crashed so I don't know how it treats death. In a split second it looked like it
gave me 10 gold for dying. I need 1000 more gold to buy the cheapest new party member (not that this would help versus either
boss) so maybe if I died 100 times I could buy one and have some modest progress?

If you have that much free time, let me know how it turns out for you :). Does not offer much. It's turn based combat with no
animations, sprites, or sound effects. You're just looking at some character portraits, selecting abilities, and watching health bars
decrease unsatisfyingly.

Imagine the type of combat choose your own adventure books had minus the choose your own adventure part. It's just mindless
beating on each other (and not in the fun way).

I love turn based games but this is no good, it's just not fun. I would rather play the Chainsaw Warrior game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/E-mrMh93a1M
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